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34. Medi-Cal

Medi-Cal is California's Medicaid program. This is a public health insurance program which provides 
needed health care services for low-income individuals including families with children, seniors, 
persons with disabilities, foster care, pregnant women, and low income people with specific diseases 
such as tuberculosis, breast cancer or HIV/AIDS. Medi-Cal is financed equally by the State and 
federal government.

This section of the foster care handbook applies only to Medi-Cal for foster care related programs 
which include Foster Care (FC), Kin-GAP, Adoption Assistance Program (AAP), Wraparound (Wrap) 
and Medi-Cal (MC) only. For more information regarding other Medi-Cal programs refer to the 
Medi-Cal handbook located at http://intranet.ssa.co.santa-clara.ca.us/calwin/handbooks/mc.html.

34.1 Fee-For-Service

Children and youth receiving Foster Care, Adoption Assistance or Kin-GAP or any foster care related 
programs are eligible for fee-for service Medi-Cal. This means they can receive medical care from an 
individual doctor, dentist, pharmacy, etc. of choice who accepts the child or youth as a Medi-Cal 
patient. Medi-Cal fee-for-service benefits do not restrict or require that clients receive their medical 
care from specified health care providers. Fee-for-service medical providers are individually 
reimbursed by Medi-Cal for specific services or procedures performed.

34.2 Health Care Options for Foster Care, Adoptive and Kin-GAP 
Children

34.2.1 Policy

Medi-Cal Managed Care Plans (MCP) are OPTIONAL for FC, AAP and Kin-GAP recipients. Children 
in FC, AAP and Kin-GAP can be exempt from enrolling in managed care however, the decision to 
enroll is the responsibility of the child’s or youth’s Legal Guardian (LG), Social Worker 
(SW)/Probation Officer (PO), or, the adoptive parent. While a child/youth is in a foster care home, the 
packet is mailed to the Foster Care Provider but the managed care option remains with the SW/PO 
or with the Non-Dependent Non-Related Legal Guardian (NRLG). Managed Care information is sent 
to non-mandated recipients at various times since they have the option to enroll. 

Foster Care Eligibility Workers (FC EW) must clarify the available options if the child’s/youth 
caretaker/provider has questions.
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Managed Care may be a better option for the child’s/youth’s medical care for various reasons such 
as but not limited to when the child/youth:

• Is in a stable placement with a relative or guardian,

• Easier access to medical care,

• Other children in the home have managed care, and

• To meet the child’s medical needs. 

Upon removal from the home and placed in FC, there are some occasions when the child/youth is in 
or has been enrolled in a MCP. The most common instances are when:

• The child/youth is on CalWORKs and MC and the is family enrolled in a health plan, 

• The child is an intercounty transfer (ICT) in from another county and is still enrolled in that 
county’s health plan, or

• The child has a residence address in a county with a County Organized Health System (COHS).

34.2.2 Managed Care and Two-Plan Models

Medi-Cal Managed Care Plan’s (MCP) provide health services to patients within a specific 
geographic area. Medi-Cal beneficiaries (clients) who enroll in a Medi-Cal MCP must seek medical 
care from a participating physician and cannot go outside the plan for medical care.

The California Department of Health Care Services (DHCS) has contracted with two MCPs to 
provide the County of Santa Clara’s Medi-Cal services with the Two-Plan Model. One contract is with 
a local initiative - a publicly sponsored health plan cooperatively developed by local government, 
clinics, hospitals, physicians and other providers that historically have served the Medi-Cal 
population in the county. The other contract, awarded through competitive bidding, is with a 
commercial plan.

Santa Clara County’s two managed care plans are:

• Santa Clara Family Health Plan - Local Initiative. 
• Anthem Blue Cross of California - Commercial Plan.

Note: 

For more information regarding Managed Care Option for enrollment and changes refer to 
[“Managed Care, Health Care Options, and OHC,” page 13-1.]
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34.2.3 Adding FC Providers, Kin-GAP Guardians and AAP parents to MEDS

Due to privacy rules, FC providers (including AAP and Kin-GAP) may not be able to enroll or 
disenroll a child in managed care. Managed care may tell the provider that they cannot assist them 
because their name is not on the MEDS screen. The FC EW must update the Maintain Address 
Window in CalWIN with the provider’s name by adding either the Foster Parent, AAP parent/s or 
Kin-GAP legal guardian.

FC EW must follow the steps listed below:

STEP ACTION

1. Go to the Display Individual Demographic Summary window for the child or youth

2. From the Collect Individual Demographics Detail window select the “Individual Address” tab 
and the Collect Individual Address Detail window will display.

3. From the Collect Individual Address Detail window select the “Address”.

4. On the Maintain Address window enter the FC provider, Kin-GAP guardian or AAP parent(s) 
name in the Care of (c/o) field. Save and close.

The FC EW must check MEDS in two working days to ensure the update is transmitted. When the 
information does not transmit a “Request for Online Transaction” (SCD 1296) must be completed 
and forwarded to the FC MEDS Terminal Operator (MTO) for a manual transmission. 

When completing the SCD 1296 the FC MTO must enter either the FC provider, Kin-GAP guardian’s 
or AAP parent/s name into MEDS on the 2nd field below the child's name as “C/O” on the [INQR] 
screen. The FC EW must check MEDS in two working days to ensure the new information is properly 
recorded.

Enrollment/Disenrollment

All Two-Plan Model enrollment and disenrollment functions are handled by the California Department 
of Health Services Health Care Options (HCO) contractor. The current HCO contractor is Maximus. 
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When the child’s or youth’s provider needs assistance selecting, enrolling or disenrolling from a plan 
the FC EW, FC Provider, AAP parents or LGs may:

• Contact the HCO contractor at 1-800-430-4263, weekdays from 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Assistance is 
available in a variety of languages. 

• If difficulties arise when trying to disenroll a FC, AAP or Kin-GAP child or youth from managed 
care, contact the Ombudsman’s office at (888) 452-8609.

Note: 

Enrollees can make changes to plans by telephone or by completing a California State form 
which is “Medi-Cal Choice Form” (SA_0MM3495). This form is available from the HCO 
contractor or online at 
http://www.healthcareoptions.dhcs.ca.gov/HCOCSP/Enrollment/content/en/forms/SC_0MM345
2.pdf.

34.2.4 Emergency Disenrollments 

Most children or youth placed in foster care require emergency disenrollments from MCPs. When an 
emergency disenrollment from a MCP is needed for FC, AAP or Kin-GAP it must be processed 
within two working dates. Prior to submission the FC EW must ensure the following:

• MEDS reflects current information (i.e., residential address and county code), and

• MEDS must show active coverage for the child/youth.

Note: 

When the FC EW is advised the child or youth has used their Medi-Cal card in the month they 
are attempting to disenroll, the disenrollment may fail. The FC EW must contact the 
Ombudsman’s office at (888) 452-8609 or wait until the following month to disenroll the child or 
youth.

The FC EW will complete the DHCS fillable form as follows:

• Go to the DHCS website located at http://dhcs.ca.gov/mcombudsman and select the “Request for 
Change” - Online Fillable form (COUNTY STAFF USE ONLY): 
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• When the form displays, enter the “Security Code”. An example of the Security Code is displayed 
below. The Security Code changes each time the fillable form is accessed. The Ombudsman Unit 
will display after the Security Code is entered. 

The FC EW must complete the following: 

Under Section A Your Contact Information: 

• Name and Worker ID,
• Select the “43 Santa Clara”, 
• Submitter type is either “Eligibility Worker or Foster Care Worker”,
• Provide Phone number with area code, and
• Provide FC EW’s e-mail address. 

Under Section B Medi-Cal Member Information:

• Provide the child’s/youth’s SSN or CIN,
• Provide the child’s/youth’s FNAME, LNAME, and Date of Birth, 
• Residential County, and 
• Residential Zip Code. 

Under Section C Request Type:

• Select “Expedite Plan Disenrollment Form”,
• Select “Medical Plan”, and
• Select “Dental Plan (when applicable).

Section D Services Rendered:

• Has the Member received Services with the current month “Yes or No”  
(select “No”),

• Is this a Foster Care Case “Yes”, and
• Additional Comments, provide any additional information such as Child/Youth is receiving 

Kin-GAP, or AAP assistance. 

Prior to submitting the on-line form the FC EW must do a “Screen Print” and print the request then 
Submit the completed On-line Form. 

To confirm that the request has been processed by the MC Disenrollment Ombudsman, a 
confirmation e-mail will be sent to the FC EW to state the request was processed or denied. The FC 
EW must check the MEDS record to confirm that their request was processed. 

• The FC EW must print the e-mail along with the “Screen Print” and send the documents to IDM.
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• All actions taken must be documented in the Maintain Case Comments window, including the 
submission date and the MEDS validation.

34.3 Change of Address for Children in FC and AAP Placed Out 
of County

When a FC or AAP child is placed in a facility out of the county, the county where the court has 
jurisdiction retains responsibility for the child or youth, the child or youth must disenroll from the 
County Organized Health Care System (COHS) within two working days upon notification of the 
address change. For instructions on disenrollment refer to section 34.2.4 on page 4. 

RESIDENCE ADDRESS and RESIDENCE COUNTY CODE on MEDS

It is the RESIDENCE ADDRESS and RESIDENCE COUNTY CODE on MEDS that determines 
which managed care plan is available to the child/youth.

Although Santa Clara is not a COHS county, the Residence Address and Residence-County code for 
a FC and AAP child/youth, including children or youth who also receive Supplemental Security 
Income (SSI) benefits, must be updated IMMEDIATELY in CalWIN and MEDS. This is to ensure the 
child/youth can quickly obtain medical and mental health services in their new county of residence 
through fee-for-service providers or through a Medi-Cal managed care plan; especially if the county 
they move to is a COHS county.

Note: 

The Collect Individual Residency Detail must not be updated. It must stay as “Santa Clara”. 
The “Home County” and “CA Resident [Y/N]” must remain as displayed below:
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The address of where the child or youth is placed must be entered in CalWIN and MEDS. The 
following steps apply when updating the out-of-county address for FC and AAP children or youth:

STEP ACTION

1. Go to the Display Individual Demographic Summary window for the child or youth.

2. From the Collect Individual Demographics Detail window select the “Individual Address” tab 
and the Collect Individual Address Detail window will display.

3. From the Collect Individual Address Detail window select the “Address” and enter the address 
of the facility or for children placed in Foster Family Agencies (FFA) use the address of the 
certified home. 

4. When necessary complete Disenrollment from MCP refer section 34.2.4 on page 4.

5. Check MEDS in two working days to ensure the new address and Residence-County Code are 
properly recorded. If necessary, submit a SCD 1296 requesting the MTO to update the address. 

34.3.1 Change of Address for Children in FC, Kin-GAP and AAP

When a FC, Kin-GAP or AAP child/youth has moved to a new county, he/she must be disenrolled 
from the County Organized Health System (COHS) in the former county within two working days 
upon notification of the address change. 

RESIDENCE ADDRESS and RESIDENCE COUNTY CODE on MEDS

The original county where the court has jurisdiction (FC) or the county with the payment 
responsibility (AAP and Kin-GAP) retains responsibility for the child. It is the RESIDENCE 
ADDRESS and RESIDENCE COUNTY CODE on MEDS that determines which managed care plan 
is available to the child/youth.

Although Santa Clara is not a COHS county, the residence address and Residence-County code for 
a FC, Kin-GAP and AAP child/youth, including those who also receive Supplemental Security 
Income (SSI) benefits, must be updated IMMEDIATELY in CalWIN and MEDS. This is to ensure the 
child/youth can quickly obtain medical and mental health services in their new county of residence 
through fee-for-service providers or through a Medi-Cal MCP.

For a list of Health Care Plans by counties that may be used by the providers, refer to the Medi-Cal 
Managed Care Health Care Plan Master List on the SSA intranet at 
http://intranet.ssa.co.santa-clara.ca.us/calwin/calwin_ref_materials.html.

Note: 

The Collect Individual Residency Detail must not be updated. 
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To update the address for children in FC, AAP and Kin-GAP including children on SSI where the 
child or youth is no longer a resident of Santa Clara County the following steps apply:

STEP ACTION

1. Go to the Display Individual Demographic Summary window for the child or youth

2. From the Collect Individual Demographics Detail window select the “Individual Address” tab 
and the Collect Individual Address Detail window will display.

3. From the Collect Individual Address Detail window select the “Address” and enter the new 
address.

4. When necessary complete Disenrollment from MCP refer section 34.2.4 on page 4.

5. Check MEDS in two working days to ensure the new address and Residence-County Code are 
properly recorded. If necessary, submit a SCD 1296 requesting the MTO to update the 
address. 

34.3.2 Additional Steps for SSI FC, AAP and Kin-GAP Children or youth 

Additional steps are required when updating the out-of-county address and Residence-County code 
for a FC, AAP and Kin-GAP child who is also an SSI beneficiary:

• Suppress the address change via the Send Forced Add/Suppress Transactions to MEDS 
window to prevent MEDS alerts from being generated since this is a Federal/State-controlled 
record. 

• Submit an SCD 1296 requesting the MTO to complete an EW55 (SSI/SSP Modify) transaction to 
update the child’s residence address and Residence-county code with the current month as the 
VALID-MMYY.

• Inform Social Security Administration (SSA) of the address change so that they can also update 
the address in their system. Remember to let SSA know that the child is placed out of the county 
by Santa Clara and that our county is to remain the responsible county.

Note: 

Currently the SSI SW Coordinator is the contact person for reporting address changes to Social 
Security Administration.
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34.4 Other Health Coverage (OHC)

Federal and state laws requires Medi-Cal applicants and beneficiaries to report OHC as a condition 
of Medi-Cal eligibility. Children and youth receiving FC, AAP and Kin-GAP are not required to report 
OHC. 

Additionally, youth in Former Foster Care Children (FFY) Medi-Cal are not required to report OHC. 

Medi-Cal Eligibility Data System (MEDS) is programmed to default the OHC Code to “N” for all 
children and youth in FC, AAP, Kin-GAP and FFY s. 

Reporting OHC

When it is necessary for FC EWs to report OHC MEDS changes or removals, DHCS no longer 
processes mailed, e-mailed or faxed requests using the DHCS 6155, DHCS 6110 or SCD 2256. All 
OHC request sent via mail or e-mail will not be processed. 

DHCS receives automated data exchanges from various sources. When it is necessary to remove 
OHC FC EW must follow the process outlined in MC Update 2013-10, for step by step procedures. 

34.5 Retroactive Medi-Cal

Retroactive Medi-Cal may be requested for a child placed in FC three months immediately preceding 
the month of application. The requestor has 12 months from the month of application to apply for the 
retroactive Medi-Cal. Eligibility to retroactive Medi-Cal must initiate at intake. Although each specific 
request should be evaluated separately, general guidelines are to be followed.

Note: 

For more information regarding the Retroactive Medi-Cal refer to Medi-Cal Handbook Chapter 
5.18.

Effective Date/Retroactive Medi-Cal

When the FC child/youth is removed from the home they are placed in aid code 45 until an eligibility 
determination for FC is approved or denied. The effective date for Medi-Cal the first of the month of 
application. Three-month retroactive coverage can also be established.

Whenever the FC EW is approving Medi-Cal prior to FC approval, the following requirements apply:
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• An “Application and Statement of Fact For Children Not Living with a Parent or Relative For Whom 
A Public Agency is Assuming Some Financial Responsibility” form (MC 250) must be completed 
by the FC EW or for Medi-Cal aid code 45 before FC benefits are approved. When retroactive 
Medi-Cal is needed, a “Supplement to the Statement Of Facts for Retroactive 
Coverage/Restoration” (MC 210A) must be completed by the FC EW for the retro month(s).

• In the rare instance that retroactive Medi-Cal is only requested, an MC 250 must be completed for 
the first retro month and an MC 210A must be completed for the 2nd and 3rd month(s).

When the information on MEDS is incorrect, and CalWIN has correct information the FC EW must 
complete an SC 1296 and request the MTO complete a manual online transaction to correct the 
MEDS record.

34.5.1 Retro Medi-Cal Process

When children are placed in FC the FC EW is responsible requesting retroactive Medi-Cal. The FC 
EW must refer to the following procedures to determine retro Medi-Cal:

• Medi-Cal Handbook Chapter 5.18.

34.6 Children or Youth Eligible Under 45 [MEM 50161, 50163]

All children entering the Foster Care Program are considered an immediate need applicant. 
Expedited case processing is required. Children removed from their homes and placed in FC must 
have immediate proof of eligibility for Medi-Cal ensuring immediate access to health care services.

These children or youth are eligible for full scope medical with no Share of Cost (SOC) under aid 
code 45 when pending FC placement or when approved for Wraparound Services and there is no 
other Medi-Cal program available. These children or youth are also eligible for retroactive Medi-Cal 
see section 34.5 on page 9.

Note: 

For more information regarding Wraparound Services refer to the Foster Care Handbook 
Chapter 25 “Wraparound Program,” page 25-1. 

34.6.1 Eligibility for Aid Code 45

Medi-Cal aid code 45 is used when a child/youth is not living with a parent or relative and/or when 
living with a parent or relative and a public agency is assuming financial responsibility for the 
child’s/youth’s care, in whole or in part. 
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The following children/youth are eligible for Medi-Cal under aid code 45:

• Children or youth removed from the home and placed in FC by the Department of Family and 
Children Services (DFCS). 

• Children or Youth removed from the home and placed in FC by the Juvenile Probation Department 
(JPD) and are pending or in transitional placements. 

Note: 

Incarcerated children or youth are not eligible for Medi-Cal. Their Medi-Cal must be suspended 
[Refer to “Suspension of Medi-Cal Benefits for Incarcerated Juveniles [Senate Bill (SB) 1147, 
WIC 14029.5],” page 34-42]. 

• Undocumented children/youth are eligible for Medi-Cal under “Permanently Residing Under Color 
of Law” (PRUCOL). The “Statement of Citizenship, Alienage and Immigration Status” form  
(MC 13) must be completed by SW/PO.

• Children or youth receiving Wraparound Services and have returned home to their parent or legal 
guardian and are not on any Medi-Cal related program. Normally, These are children or youth are 
supervised by JPD. 

• Children or youth receiving County-Only funded foster care payments. 

Approving Aid Code 45 in CalWIN

To approve aid code 45 in CalWIN the FC EW must update the Collect Individual Attributes Detail 
window and access the “Living Arrangement” tab. The FC EW must answer “Y” in the “Supported by 
Public Assistance” field. When the youth is no longer eligible for aid code 45, the same process must 
be completed except the “Supported by Public Assistance” field must be changed to “N”. This 
process must be done to ensure the child or youth is properly evaluated for other Medi-Cal 
programs. 

Note: 

When the annual FC redetermination packets are late, the FC child must maintain Medi-Cal 
eligibility under the FC program. Aid code 7J/7K is not appropriate. The above process must be 
completed to continue MC under aid code 45. 

34.6.2 Required Forms and Verifications for Aid Code 45

The FC EW must complete or have the following forms completed by the SW/PO. Youth under the 
supervision of JPD must have the required documents completed prior to sending them to FCE. 
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• MC 210A - Completed by the SW/PO when requesting retro Medi-Cal.

• MC 250 - Completed by the SW/PO or FC EW. The MC 250 is completed by JPD when the 
child/youth is supervised by a PO. 

• SAWS 1 - Completed by SW or FC EW as needed to clarify the beginning date of MC.

• MC 13 - Required if the child is NOT a U. S. citizen and is to be completed by the same person 
who completes the MC 250 (SW/PO).

• The child’s/youth’s birth certificate or immigration documents must requested by the FC EW if not 
on file.

• The Social Security Number must be on file, or an application for an SSN must be completed 
when the child’s birth certificate is received.

Forms/Verifications Not Required for Aid Code 45

The following forms and/or verifications are NOT required:

• Important Information for Persons Requesting Medi-Cal (MC 219). 

• Child/medical support referral.

• Verification of identity and residency (MC 212), however it is assumed that the county will have 
some type of documentation on file, and a birth certificate must be requested if not on file.

• A MC 13 is NOT required for a child who is any of the following:

• U.S. born citizen,
• Naturalized U.S. citizen,
• U.S. Nationals, or
• Child with acquired or derived U.S. citizenship.

• The income and property of the child and his/her parents are not counted in the Medi-Cal 
determination.

34.6.3 Continued Eligibility for Aid Code 45

When the foster care youth returns home and continues to receive Wraparound Services and there 
is no other Medi-Cal program, the youth must continue to receive Medi-Cal under aid code 45. 

Youth currently receiving County-Only funded FC benefits are eligible for continued Medi-Cal with 
aid code 45 until the County Funded payments stop. 
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34.6.4 No Longer Eligible for Aid Code 45

When the youth is no longer eligible for aid code 45 the FC EW must update the Collect Individual 
Attributes Detail window in CalWIN and access the Living Arrangement tab. The FC EW must 
answer “N” in the Supported by Public Assistance field. This process must be done to ensure the 
child or youth is properly evaluated for other Medi-Cal programs. 

The following are reasons children or youth are no longer eligible for aid code 45:

• When the child or youth is approved for AFDC-FC funding. The approved ADFC-FC funding will 
override aid code 45. However, the Collect Individual Attributes Detail window must be updated 
for reasons as stated above.

• When the child or youth has returned home to his/her parent’s or relative’s home, eligibility for 
Medi-Cal under 45 continues until the end of the month. Continuous Eligibility for Children (CEC) 
under aid code 7J/7K applies for youth under 19 and continues until the youth is 19 years old or 
the next redetermination is due date, whichever is first (See CEC Policy section 34.11 on page 
20).

• When the youth has received County Funded FC and the County Funded payment is terminated 
while the child under the age of 18 years old, aid code 45 is no longer appropriate, the child or 
youth is eligible for CEC under aid code 7J/7K.

• When the youth is discontinued from aid code 45 and 18 years old or older the youth is eligible for 
Former Foster Care Children (FFY) Medi-Cal under aid code 4M. These youth are entitled to 
Medi-Cal until the age of 26. This would normally happen to youth receiving county only funded 
FC payments or youths terminating from the Wraparound Program at the age of 18 years old or 
older. (See FFY policy section 34.12 on page 25). 

34.7 Medi-Cal for Children Entering California, Receiving Federal 
FC from Another State Aid Code 46

The California Department of Health Care Services (DHCS) added aid code 46 effective October 1, 
2008 to accommodate the Interstate Compact on the Placement of Children (ICPC) for out-of-state 
federal FC Medi-Cal only cases. Aid code 46 is full-scope Medi-Cal with no share of cost (SOC).

Note: 

Santa Clara County does not accept ICPC applicants from another state for non-federally 
eligible children. For more information regarding the ICPC process and required documents 
refer to FC Handbook Chapter 16.
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34.8 Medi-Cal for Children Entering California, Receiving State or 
Federal AAP from Another State Aid Codes 4A and 06 
[Public Law 96-272]

Effective January 1, 2000, Senate Bill 1270 allows Medi-Cal benefits for children entering California, 
who are in receipt of state-only AAP and do not qualify for Medi-Cal because the state-only AAP 
benefit is from another state.

Any child or youth entering California, who apply for Medi-Cal and is receiving state-only AAP 
benefits from another state qualifies for Medi-Cal. Aid code 4A is used for this program. 

The California Department of Health Care Services (DHCS) added aid code 06 effective October 1, 
2008, to accommodate the Interstate Compact on Adoption and Medical Assistance (ICAMA) for 
out-of-state federal AAP Medi-Cal cases. Under Public Law 96-272 children and youth receiving 
federal AAP benefits are automatically eligible for zero SOC MC until 18 or up to the age of 21 years 
old.

Note: 

For more information regarding the ICAMA process and the required documents refer the 
Foster Care Handbook Chapter 37 “Interstate Compact on Adoption and Medical Assistance 
(ICAMA),” page 37-44. 

34.9 Miscellaneous Medi-Cal Only Determinations for 
Foster Care and Kin-GAP

34.9.1 FC Child’s Income Exceeds Cost of Care

When a child or youth is removed from the home and placed in FC Medi-Cal aid code 45 is 
established. When aid code 45 is established and the child or youth is not eligible for AFDC-FC 
funding because the child or youth has returned home, CEC is available for children under the age of 
18 years old. 

When child or youth receiving foster care or Kin-GAP benefits has income that exceeds their income 
limit and benefits are terminated before their 18th birthday, the child or youth is eligible for CEC. 
When FC benefits are terminated because of income and the youth is 18 years old and under 21 the 
youth is eligible for FFY until the age of 26 See “Medi-Cal Eligibility for Former Foster Youth (FFY) 18 
to 26 Years of Age Aid 4M,” page 34-25.
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Exception:Exception:

The youth may remain a dependent of the court but FC payments are terminated because of 
income, aid code 45 may still be used. 

34.9.2 Child Residing in a Home for the Developmentally Disabled

If a child is residing in a board and care home for the developmentally disabled (i.e. San Andreas 
Regional Center), and SSI is pending:

• Although the regional center may be providing financial assistance, aid code 45 may not be used 
unless the court has appointed the regional center as the child’s conservator, guardian or 
executor.

• The parent(s) or legal guardian must complete the “Application for Health Insurance” (CCFRM 
604) if they are still financially responsible for the child; however, the regional center may 
complete their own application if the parent or guardian is not available.

34.9.3 Children or Youth Receiving Wraparound Services

Children or youth who are eligible for Wraparound Services are also eligible for Medi-Cal benefits 
under the Medically Needy Program or under other potentially applicable Medi-Cal programs and 
shall remain eligible for Medi-Cal during their participation in the Wraparound Services Program.

Children/youth in Wraparound Services Program who receive benefits under Title IV-E (Federal) are 
eligible for Medi-Cal benefits as long as Title IV-E Foster Care payments are made on the individual’s 
behalf. These individuals are placed in aid code 42 and when they are Non-Minor Dependents 
(NMDs) they are placed in aid code 49. Children who are eligible for Non-Federal Foster Care 
benefits will be placed in aid code 40 and NMDs will be placed in aid code 43.

Individuals who receive AAP benefits are to remain on their respective Medi-Cal program while 
receiving Wraparound services in aid code 03 for the Federal program and aid code 04 for the 
Non-Federal program. Only Federal AAP youth are eligible for extended benefits under the extended 
AAP program, therefore these youth are to be placed in aid code 07. 

Individuals who are currently wards under the jurisdiction of JPD shall have Medi-Cal established by 
FCE and Wraparound is added to the established Medi-Cal case. The Wraparound payment is 
issued under aid code 40 but the Medi-Cal is active under aid code 45. 

Children receiving Wraparound who have returned home to their biological parents and are in a 
district office CalWORKs and/or Medi-Cal (MC) case, must have Medi-Cal established by FCE under 
aid code 45 while the district office case remains open. Under no circumstances should aid codes 
4H/4L be used in this situation. In order to complete this, the Eligibility Worker will have to perform 
a Bottom Line Override (BLO) in CalWIN for aid code 45 and suppress MEDS transaction in CalWIN. 
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The worker must then submit a “Request for Online Transaction” form (SCD 1296) to activate aid 
code 45 in MEDS. The youth’s record in MEDS will display aid code 45 on the Q1 screen and the 
CalWORKs aid code on the QM Screen.The Wraparound payment is issued under aid code 40.

Youth receiving Medi-Cal using aid code 45 are only eligible for this program while participating in 
Wraparound Program. When Wraparound is terminated, their aid code must be changed the 
following month after Wraparound is terminated to 7J until the next RD date or FFY when the youth is 
18 years or older under 4M. There is no eligibility for Medi-Cal aid code 45 upon termination of 
Wraparound after the end of the month.

Note: 

For more information regarding the Wraparound Program refer to the Foster Care Handbook 
Chapter 25 “Wraparound Program,” page 25-1. 

34.9.4 Infants Born to Youth in FC and Kin-GAP

Infants born to FC and Kin-GAP recipients are eligible for Medi-Cal benefits under their parent’s 
case. These infants are Deemed Eligible (DE) based on their parent’s current FC or Kin-GAP 
placement. There is no separate Medi-Cal application or eligibility determination needed on the 
parent or the child. The infant must be added to their parent’s case when notified by the SW/PO, 
provider, or any other outside sources including applications received from CHDP Gateway program 
(refer to Medi-Cal Handbook Chapter 29.3). This provision includes mothers in the Extended Foster 
Care (EFC) and Extended Kin-GAP program. 

When the FC EW is notified by any source other than the “The Statement Of Facts Supporting 
Eligibility for AFDC-FC” (FC 2), Medi-Cal must be established immediately. The FC EW must 
follow-up with the SW/PO by requesting a completed FC 2. 

If at any time the infant becomes a dependent of the court and removed from the mother a new case 
must be established and infant supplements under the mother’s case must be terminated. 

Note: 

In addition to MC, Infants born to FC and Kin-GAP recipients are entitled to infant supplements. 
For more information regarding Infant Supplements refer to the Foster Care Handbook  
Chapter 27. 

Medi-Cal Aid Codes for the Infants

Using the minor parent’s aid code and case number, the infant is added to the parent’s case with the 
same aid code. Infants born to non-minor dependents (NMD) parents in EFC or Extended Kin-GAP 
program use their parent’s case number however, the infant cannot use their parent’s aid code and 
must use the aid code as stated below. 
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Note: 

Parenting fathers may include their child in their FC or Kin-GAP case and are also eligible for 
infant supplements. 

The following apply to infants born to parents receiving FC or Kin-GAP:

Parent  Infant MC is Established With  

40 40 

42 42

43 40

49 42

4F 4F

4T 4T

4G 4G

4S 4T

4W 4F

34.10Runaway Foster Care Youth

All measures must be taken to maintain uninterrupted Medi-Cal coverage for eligible foster care 
youth. Typically, if the youth runs away from the foster care placement, a discontinuance of 
AFDC-FC payment occurs. However, a discontinuance of the foster care payment does not trigger a 
discontinuance of Medi-Cal benefits.The foster care youth must not be discontinued from Medi-Cal 
because of a discontinuance of the foster care payment or a loss of contact. 

During the ex parte review of the redetermination/change of circumstance process, the FC EW 
should determine if the foster care youth is still under the jurisdiction of the court. If the youth is 
under the court’s jurisdiction, place the foster care youth in aid code 45. This applies whether the 
foster care youth’s whereabouts are located or not. 

If the youth exits foster care at age 18 or older, the youth shall be transitioned into Former Foster 
Youth (FFY) Medi-Cal under aid code 4M even if the youth’s whereabouts are unknown at the time of 
case closure.
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Below are examples of situations when a foster care youth runs away from their placement and how 
to address them.

Example 1. FC Youth is Located Within County of Jurisdiction

When the foster care youth is located and returned to a placement, the FC EW shall return the youth 
to the appropriate foster care aid code.

Example 2. FC Youth is Located Outside of County of Jurisdiction

When the foster care youth is located outside of the county of jurisdiction the child may be returned 
to a placement within his/her county of jurisdiction. The FC EW must return the youth to the 
appropriate foster care aid code. If there is a need to place the foster care youth within the county 
they are located, once the new foster care placement is made, the foster care youth will be placed in 
the appropriate foster care aid code. 

3. FC Youth is Located and No Longer Under Jurisdiction of the Court

If the foster care youth (under 18 years old) is located and is still living in California but no longer 
under the jurisdiction of the court, he/she will remain eligible for no-cost MC under the Continuous 
Eligibility for Children (CEC) program until the next annual redetermination unless there is an 
indication of death, incarceration, or no California state residency. CEC eligibility is appropriate only if 
the youth is not eligible for any other no-cost MC program.

If the foster care youth is located living in California, they were under the jurisdiction of the court at 
age 18 or older and the court has closed the juvenile court case, the foster care youth is eligible for 
the FFY program and should be assigned 4M aid code.

4. FC Youth Incarcerated

If the foster care youth is located while still under the jurisdiction of the court, but in a Juvenile Hall 
Facility or other juvenile correctional institution, the FC EW will keep the youth in aid code 45 until it 
is determined that either the foster care youth will not be returning to placement or is incarcerated as 
an inmate in a public institution.

If the youth is an inmate in a public institution, Medi-Cal benefits should be suspended until the youth 
is no longer considered an inmate or at the end of the month of the anniversary date that he or she 
became an inmate of the public institution, whichever occurs first. At this point the FC EW will 
conduct a redetermination to confirm if the youth is still considered an inmate or not. The FC EW will 
terminate benefits if the youth is still an inmate.

For any youth with a court order for a foster care placement at age 18 or older (non-minor 
dependent), the FC EW shall transition the youth into aid code 4M when the court closes the foster 
care case, even if the youth is still incarcerated at the time of case closure.
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Once the youth is no longer considered an inmate, the EW must reestablish the youth’s full benefits. 
If the foster care youth still has an active juvenile court case, they should be returned to a placement 
and returned to the appropriate foster care aid code. If the foster care youth was transitioned into 4M 
while still considered an inmate, EWs must make sure the youth is placed into the FFY program.

5. FC Youth is Not Located but Still Under Jurisdiction of the Court

If the foster care youth’s whereabouts are not located, but the youth is still under jurisdiction of the 
court, they shall remain in aide code 45 until the court closes the youth’s juvenile court case. When 
the court closes the foster care youth court case at age 18 or older, the FC EW will transition the 
youth into the FFY program and assign the 4M aid code without requiring an application to ensure no 
interruption in coverage.

6. FC Youth is Not Located and No Longer Under the Jurisdiction of the Court and Under 18 Years 
of Age

If the FC youth is under 18 years old, then he/she must be placed on CEC until the next annual 
redetermination unless there is an indication of death, incarceration, or no California state residency. 
If it is already the month of the annual redetermination, then the FC youth cannot be placed on CEC. 
The EW must make every effort to determine if the youth is eligible for any other MC programs using 
available information. The EW must also make every effort to contact the FC youth to obtain the 
necessary information to make a determination for other MC programs. After all efforts have been 
exhausted, the youth should be discontinued with a timely 10-day NOA.

7. FC Youth is Not Located and No Longer Under the Jurisdiction of the Court and 18 Years of Age 
or Over

If the FC EW determines that the foster care youth is no longer under the jurisdiction of the court, it 
should then be established if the youth was still under the jurisdiction of the court at age 18 or older. 
A foster care youth who exits foster care at age 18 or older should be seamlessly transitioned in the 
FFY program even if the youth’s whereabouts are unknown at the time of case closure.

Address for Youth on the Run

When a FC youth is on the run and Medi-Cal is to remain open, the Collect Individual Address 
Detail window in CalWIN must be updated to: 373 W Julian Street, San Jose, CA 95110, to maintain 
California residency.
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34.11Continuous Eligibility For Children (CEC) 7J/7K [Section 
50189 of Title 22]

Assembly Bill (AB) 2900 (Chapter 945, Statutes of 2000), established Medi-Cal provision; 
Continuous Eligibility For Children (CEC) effective January 1, 2001. CEC ensures that children under 
age 19 who are determined eligible for zero share-of-cost Medi-Cal maintain their eligibility until the 
next redetermination.

Any adverse changes in the family’s circumstances including income, property, are disregarded until 
the end of the CEC period. The statute establishes CEC for children for up to a 12-month period, 
which ends with the date of the next RD due date or the child’s 19th birthday, whichever occurs first. 

Children, under age 19, who are discontinued from the Adoption Assistance and the Kin-GAP 
Programs meet the qualified population for CEC. Children or youth in FC under 18 years where court 
dependency is dismissed are also eligible for this program. 

34.11.1 Transfer to CEC Program

In order to meet the state mandate, children under age 19 who are discontinued from AAP, or 
Kin-GAP must be transitioned to CEC. Children who are discontinued from FC where court 
dependency is terminate and the child is under 18 years old must be transitioned to CEC.

34.11.2 CEC and FFY

The FFY MC program takes priority over the CEC program. Individuals who were in Foster Care on 
their 18th birthday are eligible to receive zero SOC Medi-Cal until their 26th birthday. A Foster Care 
youth who is court dependent on their 18th must be transitioned to the FFY MC program.

34.11.3 CEC Eligibility Rules

The following eligibility rules apply to the CEC program:

• The CEC period begins with the first month following the termination of FC, KG or AAP.

• The CEC period continues for up to a 12-month period, and ends the last day of the month in 
which the annual RD is due, or the end of the month in which the child turns age 19, whichever 
occurs first.

• Financial eligibility changes, such as income, which would otherwise move a child under age 19 
from no SOC to a SOC category or ineligibility are disregarded.
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• Any changes in financial eligibility, such as income reported by the family during the CEC period, 
which would cause the child to have a SOC or financial ineligibility in the succeeding month are 
NOT to be considered until the annual RD.

34.11.4 Exceptions

CEC does Not apply in the following circumstances:

• Child turns age 19,
• In the event of death,
• Parent(s), guardians, or adoptive parent(s) request,
• In the event of incarceration section 34.14 on page 42, and
• Child(ren) moved out-of-state.

Note: 

If the child’s parent(s), guardians or adoptive parent(s) at anytime request the child’s Medi-Cal 
to be discontinued, then CEC must be discontinued on their request.

34.11.5 CEC Procedures

When a FC, AAP, or Kin-GAP child is determined eligible for CEC, the child must be transitioned to 
CEC using the appropriate aid code either 7J or 7K.

The FC EW must take the following action for all children, under age 19, who are discontinued from 
the FC, AAP or Kin-GAP programs:

If... And... Then...

A child was on Kin-GAP, The child is under 19 
and discontinued, 

The child must be set up on the CEC program (7J) 
through either the end of the next RD, or until the 
child turns 19, whichever occurs first.

A child was on the FC, The child is under 18 
and is discontinued 
where court 
dependency is 
terminated.

Note:
A FC child 
who is 
discontinued 
at 18 is eligible 
for FFY.

The child must be set up for CEC (7J or 7K), through 
either the end of the next RD, or until the child turns 
18, whichever occurs first.

FFY takes precedence over CEC.

 (Chart page 1 of 2)
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Children eligible for CEC MC are kept at the Foster Care Bureau until CEC has ended or when 
notified they child is active on another Medi-Cal program.

34.11.6 CEC Case Examples 

Case Example #1

A 17 year-old youth is receiving Foster Care until 3/04 when she is returned to the home of her 
parent(s). The parent(s) are not requesting Medi-Cal. The last Foster Care RD was completed in 
11/03. This youth is entitled to CEC from 4/04 through 11/04.

11/03 12/03 1/04 2/04 3/04 4/04 5/04 6/04 7/04 8/04 9/04 10/04 11/04

FC 
RV

FC FC FC FC

FC 
Disc

CEC

Starts

CEC CEC CEC CEC CEC CEC RV

CEC 
ends, 
Disc 
CEC

Note: 

4/04 begins the first month of CEC and this continues until the month of the next annual RD, 
unless the parent(s) request discontinuance.

A child was on AAP, The child is under 19 
and is discontinued,

The child must be set up on CEC (7J), through 
annual Medi-Cal RD, or until the child turns 19, 
whichever occurs first.

If... And... Then...

 (Chart page 2 of 2)
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Case Example #2

A 14 year-old youth is receiving Foster Care until 3/04 when he/she is discontinued because he/she 
returned home. The parents are receiving Medi-Cal with a SOC and they have a redetermination 
scheduled for 7/04. The last Foster Care redetermination was completed in 11/03. This youth is 
entitled to CEC from 4/04 through 11/04. When CEC ends for the youth in November 2004, the 
youth’s eligibility will be based on the parent’s existing Medi-Cal case information.

11/03 12/03 1/04 2/04 3/04 4/04 5/04 6/04 7/04 8/04 9/04 10/04 11/04

FC 
RV

FC FC FC FC

Disc

CEC

Starts

CEC CEC CEC

Parent  
RV

CEC CEC CEC RV

CEC 
ends, 
Disc 
CEC

SOC in 
Parent 
Case

Note: 

4/04 begins the first month of CEC and this continues until the end of the 12-month period 
established in the Foster Care case, which is 11/04. The 12-month CEC period begins the 
month following the last Foster Care redetermination.

34.11.7 Annual Redetermination (RD)

For purposes of the CEC program, the eligibility redetermination refers to the annual RD pursuant to 
Section 50189 of Title 22. This states that the annual RD is completed within 12 months. The annual 
RD date is based on case status not the individual status.

The CEC period ends the last month covered by that annual RD period or the last day of the month 
that the youth reaches age 19, whichever occurs first.

Reminder:

The annual RD date follows the case not the child. 

Listing and Processing CEC Packets

Cases with CEC must be maintained at FCE until the end of the CEC period or when FCE has 
determined the child is active on another Medi-Cal case. A Business Object (BO) listing is generated 
monthly for the FC Bureau with the upcoming CEC RD’s due dates.

Upon receipt of the listing and 75 days prior to the discontinuance of CEC, Central Services will mail
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a packet with the following forms to all FC, Kin-GAP, and AAP cases that are in receipt of CEC:

• Notice of Language Services (GEN 1365),

• FC CEC RRR Coverletter (SCD 2385 FC) or (SCD 2385 AK),

• FC Identification and Intake Record (SCD 41 FC), and

• Request for Tax Household Information (RFTHI) (SCD 2350)

• Additionally, for AAP and Kin-GAP cases that are not eligible for CEC and in aid code 38, a copy 
of the CCRFM 604 must be included in the packet. 

• Packets returned to FCE must be sent to VMC for processing.

Returned Packets sent to VMC

The VMC MC Liaison is the point of contact for cases that are forwarded to VMC. The Liaison serves 
as the contact person and must follow-up on all issues related to the returned packet. 
 
When a packet is returned to FCE either by walk-in or mail, FC Clerical Staff will pony the packet to 
VMC adding “Attention the Office Specialist (OS) II”. A new MC case must be established. The VMC 
OS II will follow their current policy and forward the packet to the VMC OS III for application 
registration, TMT request, and case assignment.

If the applicant contacts FC Phone Support (FC EW or Clerical) to inquire about the packet, FCE 
staff must advise the client to either call VMC or return the packet to VMC. 

34.11.8 Non-Citizen/Undocumented Children 

Any undocumented Foster Care child with PRUCOL status who has been terminated from Foster 
Care and is under the age of 18, must be transitioned into CEC. Aid code 7K is designated to 
qualified children under age 19 who do not have satisfactory immigration status.

34.11.9 Documentation

FC EWs must document on the Maintain Case Comments window when the CEC period begins 
and ends.

34.11.10 Inter-County Transfers (ICT)

Procedures for eligibility of CEC are treated the same way as current Inter-County Transfers. ICTs 
for AAP, FC and Kin-GAP are physically mailed and received between the counties. Electronic ICT 
are not used. The FC EW must:
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• Review information contained in the case file prior to transfer, and 
• Ensure the child’s zero SOC Medi-Cal continues during the CEC period.

When completing the ICT the FC EW must include the following documents:

• A completed “Notification of Medi-Cal Intercounty Transfer” (MC 360), 
• The “Sending County” portion of the “Medi-Cal Intercounty Transfer Packet Receipt” (MC 360), 

and 
• When available a copy of the most recent MC 250.

FC EWs cannot discontinue the child’s CEC Medi-Cal until the receiving county has placed the child 
in zero SOC Medi-Cal.

34.11.11 Request for CEC Discontinuance

The parent(s), guardians, and adoptive parent(s) of eligible CEC children may request their 
discontinuance of CEC MC benefits at anytime during the CEC period. When a request is made for 
discontinuance, the FC EW must discontinue benefits and send the appropriate NOA. 

34.12Medi-Cal Eligibility for Former Foster Youth (FFY) 18 to 26 
Years of Age Aid 4M

34.12.1 Background

The Former Foster Youth (FFY) Medi-Cal program, formerly known as the Former Foster Care 
Children (FFCC) Program was established under the Federal Foster Care Independence Act of 1999 
authorizing continued Medi-Cal coverage for all youth who are in Federal Foster Care under the 
responsibility of the state on their 18th birthday. With the implementation of the Affordable Care Act 
(ACA) eligibility for this program is extended until their 26th birthday. This requirement includes youth 
that have exited federal or state FC from any state in the United States. It also includes youth that 
had their Medi-Cal terminated due to turning 21 years old. Their benefits must be restored if they are 
under the age of 26.

Youth eligible for FFY Medi-Cal are exempt from a Modified Adjusted Gross Income (MAGI) 
determination and all income is disregarded for this group. Youth eligible for this program are entitled 
to full scope zero share-of-cost Medi-Cal benefits, including Early and Periodic Screening, 
Diagnosis, and Treatment services. These youth must be moved seamless into the FFY program 
without being terminated, having to reapply, or having to provide any additional information.

FFY on SSI or CalWORKs must stay on their current program but if either program is discontinued, 
their FFY MC status must be reactivated. 
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DHCS established aid code 4M to be used for youth eligible for FFY MC. Guidance on handling 
enrollment to the FFY MC program is provided by the California Department of Health Care Services 
(DHCS) which in includes handling of Mandatory Coverage Groups (MCG) and Optional Cover 
Groups (OCG). 

The MCG includes youth who were receiving Medi-Cal in foster care under the responsibility of the 
state or tribe on their 18th birthday, or a later age, regardless of the aid code assigned while in foster 
care.

The OCG is a new category of former foster care youth that received non-Federal Foster care 
payments but were not approved for Medicaid. This group includes youth that have exited foster care 
at 18 and received their non-federal foster care payments outside of California. Medi-Cal benefits for 
youth eligible under the OCG program terminate at 21. 

Note: 

Validation for the OCG must be provided by the state that had jurisdiction over the youth on their 
18th birthday, otherwise the youth is eligible for the MCG.

Effective January 21, 2014, CalWIN began interfacing with the California Health care Eligibility 
Enrollment and Retention System (CalHEERS). Youth eligible for FFY MC can apply through the 
CalHEERS system. The application will be interfaced from CalHEERS to CalWIN for processing.

34.12.2 Eligibility for FFY Medi-Cal

Foster Care youth under the MCG who were in the following aid codes on their 18th birthday are 
eligible for FFY MC until the age of 26 under aid code 4M. Former Foster Care youth that are eligible 
for Medi-Cal under the OCG are aided under aid code 4U. Aid code verification under the OCG must 
be provided by the state where the youth exited FC. Until DHCS provides instructions for the use of 
aid code 4U all former foster youth from the other states use aid code 4M.  
 
Foster Care youth who were in one of the following aid codes on their 18th birthday are eligible for 
FFY MC. This includes youths in probate Non-Related Legal Guardianships who aged out at 18.  

Aid Code Description

40 AFDC-FC; Non Federal

42 AFDC-FC; Federal

43 AFDC-FC NMD; State Cash/FFP Medi-Cal

45 Foster Care

46 Out of Non-Federal Foster Care; CA Medi-Cal

49 AFDC-FC NMD Title IV-E; Federal/FFP Medi-Cal

4H Foster Care Child in CalWORKs
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Note: 

There are situations where it is verified the youth was in FC on his/her 18th birthday, but not 
enrolled in any of the s listed above; these youth are also eligible for FFY Medi-Cal.

Youth Receiving CalWORKs

Relatives who were not eligible for FC payments for a dependent child or youth may choose to apply 
for CalWORKs or the Approved Relative Caregiver (ARC) Funding Option. If the youth is 
discontinued from CalWORKs or ARC with court dependency at age 18, the youth is eligible for FFY 
MC. Contact with the SW/PO may be required to determine if dependency exits on their 18th 
birthday.

If the former FC youth is receiving CalWORKs they are automatically linked to Medi-Cal therefore 
FFY MC is not necessary. When the youth is discontinued from CalWORKs and is under the age of 
26, the FFY MC must be restored. The CalWORKs EW must send a NOA advising the youth FFY 
MC benefits will be restored and notify the FC bureau to restore their FFY MC case. No additional 
application is necessary to restored FFY MC. Youth entering in Santa Clara County from another 
county or state and are eligible for FFY MC, their information must be sent to the FC bureau to have 
a FFY MC case established. 

When the FFY returns to live with his/her parents who are receiving Medi-Cal or CalWORKs, the 
FFY MC case or status (mixed household) must remain active. Eligibility for other family members is 
determined based on existing Medi-Cal rules established outside of FCE. Their applications must be 
sent to a District Office (DO).

4N CalWORKs NMD; State Cash/FFP Medi-Cal

5K Emergency Assistance, Child in Foster Care

9X County Funded Foster Care Payment

2S ARC + Federal CalWORKs

2T ARC + State CalWORKs

2U ARC + State NMDs

2P ARC Only 

2R ARC Only (NMDs)

Aid Code Description
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Note: 

It is important to note the only eligible person in the FFY MC case is the FFY. When the youth 
has a family that may be eligible or would like to apply for Medi-Cal an eligibility determination 
cannot be established under the FFY case. The family must be given an application and 
referred to DO, existing MC rules apply except the FFY MC status must remain under aid code 
4M. 

34.12.3 Youth Not Eligible for FFY

• Youth ages 18-26 who are institutionalized or incarcerated, their benefits must be suspended refer 
to section 34.14 on page 42. 

• Emancipated Minors under the Age of 18 years old.

• Youth exiting foster care before age 18 years old and court dependency is terminated. 

• Youth exiting the AAP program on their 18th birthday.

• Youth exiting the Kin-GAP program on their 18th birthday.

• Former Foster Youth 26 years old and older.

• Youth requesting to be terminated from FFY MC.

• FFY on SSI (If SSI is terminated and youth is under 26 FFY MC must be restored).

• FFY with verified residency in another state (If the youth returns to California and is under 26 FFY 
MC must be restored).

Reminder:

Youth under age 19, who are discontinued from AAP or Kin-GAP are eligible for CEC.

34.12.4 General Eligibility Rules

A former foster care youth may apply for benefits by going to any DO and completing any Medi-Cal 
application or by completing an application through CalHEERS. The applicants may also apply by 
telephone, e-mail, Benefits CalWIN (BCW) or SSApp, FAX, or mail. Applicants are not required to 
complete a full application or provide any additional information beyond what is requested on the 
“Application for Medi-Cal for Former Foster Care Children” (MC 250A). Although an application is not 
necessary to approve FFY MC it is used to expedite processing. 
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FFY MC applicants are not required to provide proof they were in foster care placement on their 18th 
birthday, they can self-attest their foster care placement on their application. Self-Attestation is 
explained in section 34.12.8 on page 33.

All FFY MC applications require expedite processing and must be approved immediately with a 30 
day reasonable opportunity to verify their eligibility. The FC EWs are required to validate eligibility for 
the FFY MC program. 

Eligibility for FFY Medi-Cal is based on court dependency or in a FC at the age of 18; refer to section 
34.12.2 on page 26. The following rules apply:

• Youth in California that were discontinued from FFY MC because of turning 21 and are 
under 26 must have their FFY MC reinstated. 

• Youth who are discontinued from FC or court dependency because of age, must be 
transferred to FFY MC and must remain in this program until their 26th birthday, regardless 
of any change in circumstances as long as he/she continues to meet the criteria and wishes 
to retain Medi-Cal coverage. This includes youth enrolled in the Transitional Housing 
Placement Plus (THP+) program. 

• Youth that were on the run (runaway) from their placement on their 18th birthday and court 
dependency was not terminated until on or after their 18th birthday.

• Former FC youth can “Self-Attest” eligibility for FFY Medi-Cal program section 34.12.8 on 
page 33.

• There are NO income or resource tests, regardless of the youth’s living arrangements or with 
whom they reside.

• There is NO share-of-cost.

• There are NO additional forms required.

• The youth is set up in his/her own former foster care case unless the youth is receiving 
CalWORKs or on SSI. 

• A new FFY MC case must be established when the youth received FC in another county or 
state or an Inter County Transfer (ICT). Refer to BEnDS 2014-3 for instructions. 

The youth may decline Medi-Cal coverage under the FFY program. They can be enrolled in 
unsubsidized Covered California coverage however, they are not eligible for “Advance Premium Tax 
Credit” (APTC)/”Cost Sharing Reductions” (CSRs) because they are eligible for Medi-Cal and 
declined it. If they qualify for free Medi-Cal and choose to keep a Covered California plan, their 
monthly premium will increase. For more information regarding APTC/CSR refer to Medi-Cal 
Handbook Chapter 2.12. 
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Deemed Eligible Infant with a FFY 

When the FFY youth has an infant the infant is in the same case until another Medi-Cal case is 
established. The following rules apply:

• The infant is deemed eligible until one year old refer to Medi-Cal Handbook Chapter 29.5.3.

• The “Newborn Referral” (MC 330) for the infant’s Medi-Cal must sent to the former FC youth.

• The returned MC 330 must be forwarded to District Office.

• When District Office establishes a case the FFY MC must remain active in the aid code 4M. 
The DO case will remain in DO during the eligibility for FFY MC unless the former foster youth 
loses custody of the child and the child is no longer in their care. 

• The former FC youth’s eligibility for FFY MC must continue under aid code 4M/4U until no 
longer eligible for the program. 

• Eligibility of the former FC youth’s infant must be established based on existing Medi-Cal rules. 

Note: 

It must be noted that if the youth loses custody of their child or the child is no longer in their care 
and control and the youth is under 26 years their FFY MC case must be restored at the Foster 
Care Bureau. 

Enrollment in a Managed Care Plan is optional, unless the individual lives in a county that has a 
County Organized Health System (COHS) where enrollment is mandatory. To enroll in COHS, MEDS 
must be updated with the current resident code.  
 
 
 
 

NMD or Youth Exiting FC With A Child Over 1 Year Old

When the youth is no longer eligible for FC and has a child and the child is over 1 year old, another 
Medi-Cal case must be established.  
 
The following documents must be sent to the FFY:

• The Application for Health Insurance (CCFRM 604) and,

• Self-Stamped Envelope to be returned to VMC for processing. 
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When VMC establishes a case the former FC youth must remain active in the FFY MC until 26. The 
DO case must remain in DO during the eligibility period unless the former foster youth loses custody 
of the child and the child is no longer in their care. The FFY MC must restored at the FC bureau. 

Note: 

It must be noted that if the youth loses custody of their child or the child is no longer in their care 
and control and the youth is under 26 years their FFY MC case must be restored at the Foster 
Care Bureau. 

Eligibility of the FFY’s child must be established based on existing Medi-Cal rules. 

34.12.5 FFY and CalHEERS

Youth may apply for FFY MC through California Health Care Eligibility Enrollment and Retention 
Systems (CalHEERS). CalHEERS will interface their application with the CalWIN system. The 
interface will update the Collect Individual Demographic Detail window with the following new 
field:

A “Verification Source” the will include one of the following entries:

• California Documents, 
• American Indian or Alaska Native Tribal Document, 
• Not Received, 
• Out of State Document, or
• Questionable. 

The window will also include a “State Verification Source” that will include one of the following 
entries:

• Electronic and Service Center,
• Electronic Only, or
• Service Center Rep Only.

The FC EW is required to validate the “Verification” only and update the verification “Source” if 
necessary. The “State Verification” will be interfaced from CalHEERS and requires no validation.

When the youth applies for FFY MC through CalHEERS and CalHEERS has inappropriately enrolled 
the youth in a Covered California Qualified Health Care Plan (QHC), the youth must be disenrolled. 
When CalWIN is updated a transaction is sent to CalHEERS to update the youth’s record. 
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34.12.6 Hospital Presumptive Eligibility Program

The Patient Protection and ACA of 2010 was amended by the Health Care and Education 
Reconciliation Action of 2010 requires the implementation of the Hospital Presumptive Eligibility 
(HPE) Program (refer to Medi-Cal Handbook Chapter 35.1). Eligible FFY may be hospitalized and 
enrolled in the HPE program under 4E.

MEDS will generate a new worker alert 9068 for counties to immediately move HPE FFY in 4E to 
4M. The alert 9068 will be displayed and include the following information:

• FFY ATTESTED-ESTABLISH 4M ELIG AND VERIFY FFY STATUS,
• District,
• Foster Care Case Worker Number, and
• Foster Care Case Number (when there is no case number a new case number must be generated 

and assigned as urgent). 

The youth’s FFY MC must be still be validated. The process detailed in “Self Attestation,” page 34-33 
applies to this population. 

34.12.7 FFY Indicator in MEDS

A FFY indicator field on INQE screen that consists of a two-digit alpha/numeric/special character 
displays the status of FFY verification. MEDS will auto-populate the FFY indicator code with "*P" for all 
youths who:

• Were in a foster care aid code up to age 21 (2P, 2R, 2S, 2T, 2U, 4H, 4K, 4L, 4N, 40, 42, 43, 45, 
46, 49, 5K, 5L), or

• Has been in the FFY program up to age 26, or

• Is pending verification of FFY status.

This field will stay blank when no foster care eligibility existed or foster care eligibility has not been 
recorded in MEDS until completion of FFY verification.

The "*P" indicator code is not a sufficient verification to grant FFY eligibility. Therefore, EW still follows 
the current business process to verify the youth's FFY status. The FFY indicator field can only be 
updated via the EW33 transaction to store the FC verification information, which was verified by the 
County's worker. This way will assist EW in checking the INQE screen to determine whether the youth's 
FFY status has been verified or not prior to starting the verification process.

After verifying the FFY status, the EW completes an SCD 1296 form to request an EW33 online 
transaction for updating an FFY indicator in MEDS. The following additional required information must 
be provided on the SCD 1296 for the MTO to be able to complete the EW33 online transaction:
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RESP-FC-STATE-OR-CA-CO
UNTY

Provide 2 digit-county code (01-58 for a CA County) where FFY status is veri-
fied, if the responsible state is California, or

Provide 2 character state abbreviation (i.e., New York = NY) if the responsible 
state is another state, or

Provide “NQ” code as not qualify if the client is verified as not an eligible FFY.

CA-FC-QUALIFY-
ING-AID-CODE

Provide the qualifying MC aid code, if received FC in California.

Note: This field will not display if the client received FC in another state or does 
not qualify (NQ).

FC-EXIT-DATE Provide the date the client exited FC program in the format MMYYYY, if the 
youth was active in FC in CA. If received in another state, no date is needed.

VERIFYING-EW-CODE Provide the EW number, who verified for FFY status.

VERIFYING-COUNTY-CODE Provide 2 CA county code (01-58) that has verified the FFY status.
[Refer to MEDS QRG for a CA county code.]

VERIFYING-DIS-
TRICT-CODE

Provide the district code of Santa Clara, xxx.

VERIFICATION-DATE Provide the date of verification completed in the format MMDDYYYY.

34.12.8 Self Attestation

When the potential former foster care youth is applying for FFY MC and was court dependent at the 
age 18 outside of Santa Clara County 4M must be immediately established based on 
“Self-Attestation” (the youth declaring being in foster care at age 18). It is the responsibility of the FC 
EW to determine eligibility under the FFY MC program. A reasonable period of 30 days must be 
established. During this period the FC EW must approve aid code 4M then verify the county of 
jurisdiction where the youth was in FC on their 18th birthday.  
FC EW must use all available resources to validate eligibility including but not limited to:

• The FFY MC application,
• MEDS,
• Child Welfare Services/Cases Management System CWS/CMS, 
• CalWIN,
• E-mails to the county or state where dependency was established,
• Phone contact, or 
• Any resources available to determining the youth’s eligibility. 

https://ssaconnect.sccgov.org/ssa_departments/debs_program/Documents/reference_materials/meds.qrg.pdf#search=MEDS%20QRG
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When FFY MC is authorized, the FC EW must issue the “Conditional Approval of Eligibility for FFY 
(MC 239 FFY-2). After verification is received and the youth is eligible for FFY MC, the “Approval of 
Eligibility for FFY (MC 239 FFY-1) must be sent. 

Not Eligible for FFY

When the FC EW has determined the youth is not eligible for MC under the FFY program the FC EW 
must thoroughly document their efforts in CalWIN Case Comments and send the following to the 
youth:

• Manually generate a Denial/Discontinuance of Benefits Notice of Action (NOA) (239A) using Code 
M10809 with the application date and the discontinued date at the end of the second month. 

• The reason for denial/discontinuance is free from text and must include the following:

• This Notice applies to: The applicant’s name

• The Reason for the Denial: We have determined that you are not eligible for Former Foster 
Care Children Medi-Cal benefits. Our records indicate you were not in foster care on your 
18th birthday. 

• You have failed to provide all the necessary information listed here: Proof that you 
were in foster care placement on your 18th birthday. To be evaluated for another Medi-Cal 
program the enclosed documents must be completed and returned in the enclosed envelope 
for Medi-Cal Eligibility processing “California Code of Regulations, Title 22, Sec 5 Section 
14005.28”.

The FC EW must also include the following additional documents:

• The CCFRM 604, and 
• Self-Stamped Envelope returned to VMC for processing.

When it is determined that the youth is not eligible for FFY MC, the FC EW will allow at least 30 days 
from the date the above documents were sent before closing their case unless notified by DO that a 
new case is established. If the documents are returned to the FC bureau they must be sent to VMC 
for Medi-Cal expedited eligibility processing. The FC EW cannot close their case until the documents 
are reviewed by VMC staff. The case must remain in 4M until a new Medi-Cal program is approved. 

Note: 

The “Not Eligible for FFY” process also applies to potential former foster care youth that were 
determined to be not eligible for FFY MC and applies for the program again. In this 
circumstance the 30 day eligibility period is not required.
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34.12.9 ICT Requirements for FFY Child

When the former FC youth moves to another county FFY MC follows the youth. 

The following forms must be sent when initiating an ICT:

• Documentation that the youth was receiving FC on their 18th birthday. Which may include the 
following:

• Copy of FC discontinuance NOA.
• MEDS screen with month the youth went from Foster Care to FFY MC. 
• When available, a copy of the order that terminated dependency.
• When available, a copy of the last MC 250 or MC 250A.
• A completed “Notification of Medi-Cal Intercounty Transfer” (MC 360), 
• The “Sending County” portion “Medi-Cal Intercounty Transfer Packet Receipt” (MC 360 R), and
• If not a citizen, MC 13 and copy of an immigration document if available.

Note: 

The above documents are also required for incoming ICTs, however, if the youth “Self Attest” 
the FFY MC eligibility MC must be established based on the Self Attestation process described 
see section 34.12.8 on page 33. 

34.12.10 Retroactive Eligibility for FFY

Former FC youth under the FFY MC program may request retroactive Medi-Cal coverage. 

Note: 

For more information regarding the Retroactive Medi-Cal Handbook Chapter 5.18. 

34.12.11 FFY and SSI

Former FC youth that received SSI benefits may receive FFY MC when they are under the age of 26 
and they are no longer eligible for SSI benefits. If, however, they are receiving disability-based SSI 
benefits, they must remain in the appropriate SSI. When SSI is terminated, FFY MC must be 
restored.
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34.12.12 Current Residence Address 

A current California address is necessary for the youth is to continue to receive FFY Medi-Cal 
benefits without any interruption. When a current address is unknown, the FC EW must use the 
address at “The Hub Resource Center” which is at 591 North King Road Suite 1, San Jose, CA 
95133. When the current address is known and the FFY is living out of state, the FFY must be 
notified that MC will be discontinued (see “Not Eligible for FFY,” page 34-34). 

34.12.13 Forms/Verifications/Notices of Action (NOA)

The primary method of establishing entitlement to the FFY Medi-Cal program is through the CalWIN 
and MEDS query completed during the applicant ID process. If it is determined that the applicant 
was in one of the appropriate s on their 18th birthday, they are entitled to FFY MC. Information 
related to eligibility may be obtained from the closed foster care case record, the county or state with 
jurisdiction over the former FC youth on their 18th birthday or any resources available that can 
validate the youth’s dependency or in a FC at 18 years old. 

The following NOAs were developed for the FFY MC program:

Important Notice About a Change in Medi-Cal (MC 239 FFY)This NOA is used when the youth is 
approaching the age of 26. 

Approval Of Eligibility for FFY (MC 239 FFY -1) This NOA is for FFY whose former FC status has 
been verified and benefits are approved.

Conditional Approval of Eligibility for FFY (MC 239 FFY-2) This NOA is to notify the FFY that 
they are pending verification of the former foster care status, including self-attesting youth. 

Automatic Renew of Eligibility for FFY Medi-Cal Program (MC 239 FFY-3)This NOA is for the 
annual redetermination process who are currently in 4M and are under 26 years old. 

Notice of Continuing in Medi-Cal Coverage through FFY Medi-Cal Program (MC 239 FFY-4) 

This NOA is used for FFY who were placed in an incorrect aid code and their Medi-Cal benefits were 
placed into the correct FFY coverage group. These individuals may consist of FFY who were 
assigned an incorrect aid code through CalHEERS or CalWIN. This NOA is also utilized to inform the 
youth exiting FC at age 18 or older that they have been automatically approved for the FFY MC 
program. 

Note: 

The above NOAs are available in CalWIN must be manually generated. 
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34.12.14 Statement of Facts

DHCS developed a one-page Statement Of Facts for individuals between the ages of 18 and 26 who 
were in Foster Care placement on their 18th birthday. The form is the “Application and Statement of 
Facts For An Individual Who Is Over 18 and Under 26 And Who Was In Foster Placement On His Or 
Her 18th Birthday” (MC 250A). 

Individuals can apply for FFY MC using the MC 250A however if an individual applies using any 
other form of application (i.e. mail in application, BCW, or SSApp, or CalHEERS it must be accepted. 
No other application is required.

34.12.15 Redeterminations (RD)

Annual RDs are not required for the FFY MC program, however, since all income and resource tests 
are waived, it is limited to confirming the client’s current address to verify California residency. 
CalWIN was modified for this change. When necessary, FC EW will need to complete the CalWIN 
RRR process to ensure the case does not shut down. 

FC EWs are not required to make contact with the client or required to receive an updated MC 250A 
for the RD process. The FFY MC must remain active until the beneficiary reaches 26, or is 
discontinued from the program due to moving out of state, is deceased or notifying the FC EW of the 
desire not to continue in the program. FFY youth must receive an annual RD NOA noting there 
benefits are continuing. The “Automatic Renewal of Eligibility for Former Foster Youth Medi-Cal 
Program” (MC 239 FFY-3) must be sent. CalWIN currently will not issue the MC 239 FFY-4, it must 
be manually generated during the annual RD process. 

During the annual RD and it is discovered the youth is incarcerated, the FC EW must follow the steps 
outlined in section 34.12.15 on page 37.

Note: 

There is no requirement to complete any forms at the annual RD for the FFY as long as they are 
under the age of 26 years old. 

34.12.16 District Office FFY MC Procedures

District Offices must screen all Medi-Cal applicants from 18 through 26 years of age, whether 
applying in person, by phone or through the mail-in application process, through CalHEERS to 
determine if they are entitled to the FFY Medi-Cal program.

In order to identify this population, screening may include but is not limited to the following questions:

• Was the applicant in FC on their 18th birthday?
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• Was the applicant terminated from FC because they reached age 18, 19, 20 or 21?

FFY Medi-Cal applications received at District Offices must be accepted and forwarded to the Foster 
Care Bureau for processing see to Self Attestation section 34.12.8 on page 33).

34.12.17 No Longer Eligible for FFY Medi-Cal and Approaching 26

When the FC EW is able to validate that the former FC youth has moved out of California, FFY MC 
must be terminated. The FC EW must send a NOA to the youth at least 10 days before benefits are 
discontinued (see section  on page 34). The FC EW must set a case alert to discontinue MC at the 
end of the month after the NOA was sent. 

When the FC EW determines the youth is deceased, the “Medi-Cal NOA Discontinued Notice 
Deceased Person” (MC 239 R) must be sent to the last known address and the case must be closed 
at the end of the month.

When the FC EW has determined the youth is incarcerated the procedures outlined in section 
34.14.2 on page 44 must be implemented.

When the youth is approaching 26 years old, the county must initiate the redetermination process no 
later than 120 days prior to the youth’s 26th birthday for youth covered under the MCG to determine 
if the youth is eligible for another MC program. 

A listing called “4M Individuals Turning 26 in 120 Days” will be available in Business Objects. The following 
table describes the actions to be taken 120 days before a FFY turns 26 years old.

Step Who Action

1 BSC MA On a monthly basis, sends list of FFY turning 26 years old in 120 days to BSC 
Outstation FC EWs.

2 BSC Outstationed 
FC EWs

• Receives FFY list.
• Mails FFY cover letter (SCD 2465) and “Request for Household Information” 

form SCD 2350.
• Write worker number on the envelope and SCD 2350 form.

3 BSC Outstationed 
FC EWs

If FFY provides the necessary information from the SCD 2350 over the phone, 
mail, or in-person, then document forms received in Search Case Comments 
using Case Comment Type - FFY Turning 26 Forms Received.

4 BSC MA At least 30 days (1st of the month) before the FFY turns 26 years old, send the 
list of FFY turning 26 years old in the next month to BSC Outstation FC EWs. 
This list will exclude cases with Case Comment Type - FFY Turning 26 Forms 
Received.
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A listing called “4M Individuals Turning 26 in 30 Days” will be available in Business Objects. The following table 
describes the actions to be taken in the month of the FFY’s 26th birthday.

5 BSC Outstationed 
FC EWs

• Mail MC 355 requesting SCD 2350 or the necessary information from the form 
and allow 30 days.
- If forms are received, document forms received in Search Case 

Comments using Case Comment Type - FFY Turning 26 Forms Received.

- If FFY provides the necessary information from the SCD 2350 over the 
phone, then document forms received in Search Case Comments using 
Case Comment Type - FFY Turning 26 Forms Received.

In the month of the 
FFY’s 26th birthday, 
EWs must...

Then...

Search for Case 
Comment Type - FFY 
Turning 26 Forms 
Received,

• Open a new CalWIN case.

• Give the new case to FC clerical to complete application registration.

• Use the available information to update CalWIN and determine eligibility for other MC programs 
or other healthcare coverage programs.

Note:
The youth must remain in the FFY program with aid code 4M while being 
determined for all other MC programs.

• Mail approval NOA.

• Mail discontinuance NOA for ineligibility of the FFY program.

• Document actions in Search Case Comments.

• Give the new case to the FC Control Clerk to transfer the case to the Benefit Service Center 
(BSC).

Step Who Action
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Review listing called 4M 
Individuals Turning 26 in 
30 Days,

Review the case and IDM for the SCD 2350. (The form or necessary information may have been 
received since the case was reviewed 30 days ago.)

Note:
If the form is already in IDM (for example, the FFY provided it at initial application 
or there are other household members on the case with the information), then the 
EW can use that information to make a MC eligibility determination.

If the SCD 2350 or the 
necessary 
information is...

Then...

Received, • Open a new CalWIN case.

• Give new case to FC clerical to complete application registration.

• Use the available information to update CalWIN and determine 
eligibility for other MC programs or other healthcare coverage 
programs.

• Mail approval NOA for new MC program.

• Mail discontinuance NOA for ineligibility of the FFY program.

• Document actions in Search Case Comments.

• Give the new case to the FC Control Clerk to transfer the case to 
BSC.

In the month of the 
FFY’s 26th birthday, 
EWs must...

Then...
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Partially received, • Contact the FFY via phone to get the missing information.

If... Then...

FFY is 
reached,

• Collect missing information.

• Open a new CalWIN case.

• Give new case to FC clerical to complete application 
registration.

• Update the information CalWIN.

• Determine eligibility for other MC programs or other 
healthcare coverage programs.

• Mail approval NOA.

• Mail discontinuance NOA for ineligibility of the FFY 
program.

• Document actions in Search Case Comments.

• Give the new case to the FC Control Clerk to transfer 
the case to BSC.

Unable to 
contact the 
FFY via 
phone,

• Mail an SCD 50 requesting missing information and 
allowing an additional 10 days.

• If missing information received within 10 days, then:

- Open a new CalWIN case.

- Give new case to FC clerical to complete 
application registration.

- Update CalWIN.

- Determine eligibility for other MC programs or other 
healthcare coverage programs.

- Mail approval NOA.

- Mail discontinuance NOA for ineligibility of the FFY 
program.

- Document actions in Search Case Comments.

- Give the new case to the FC Control Clerk to 
transfer the case to BSC.

• If missing information is not received within 10 days, 
then:

- Discontinue the 26-year-old FFY.

- Mail discontinuance NOA.

- Document actions in Search Case Comments.

In the month of the 
FFY’s 26th birthday, 
EWs must...

Then...
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34.13Medi-Cal Eligibility for Juveniles Placed Temporarily in 
Juvenile Detention Centers

A juvenile will not, for Medi-Cal purposes, be considered an inmate of a public institution when the 
minor [is] in a juvenile detention center prior to disposition (judgment) due to care, protection or in the 
best interest of the child (e.g., Child Protective Services) if there is a specific plan for that person that 
makes the stay at the detention center temporary. This would include those juveniles awaiting 
placement or in transition but still physically present in juvenile hall.

The minor is eligible for Medi-Cal if all eligibility requirements are met. Current Medi-Cal regulations 
do not place any time limits on Medi-Cal eligibility for these individuals. These youth are eligible for 
Medi-Cal under aid code 45.

This policy impacts foster care eligible youth returning home with Wraparound Services and/or 
transitioning to DFCS and pending placement.

34.14Suspension of Medi-Cal Benefits for Incarcerated Juveniles 
[Senate Bill (SB) 1147, WIC 14029.5]

SB 1147, along with Welfare and Institutions Code (WIC) Sections 14029.5 and 14011.10 requires 
the suspension of Medi-Cal benefits instead of discontinuance for individuals under 21 who were 
Medi-Cal beneficiaries on the date they became an inmate of a public institution. In addition, SB 
1147 requires restoration of Medi-Cal benefits on the day an eligible juvenile is no longer an inmate.

SB 1147 applies to juveniles who meet all of the following requirements:

• Are Medi-Cal beneficiaries at the time of incarceration, 

• Comply with annual RD requirements during incarceration, 

• Remain otherwise eligible for Medi-Cal during incarceration, 

Not received, • Discontinue the 26-year-old FFY.

• Mail discontinuance NOA.

• Document actions in Search Case Comments.

In the month of the 
FFY’s 26th birthday, 
EWs must...

Then...
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• Are no longer considered an inmate of a public institution within one year of their incarceration 
date, and

• Are Medi-Cal eligible on the day they are released.

Note: 

CalWIN related window refer to BeNDS 2010:6 Medical Suspension for Incarcerated Youth. 

Suspension date

Suspension of Medi-Cal benefits begins on the date the youth becomes an inmate of a public 
institution. The suspension of Medi-Cal benefits ends on the soonest of:

• The date the youth is no longer an inmate, or

• The end of the month of the one year period, or

• The end of the month the juvenile turns 21 or 26, or

• The end of the month a juvenile becomes ineligible for Medi-Cal (i.e., has placed in a facility 
outside of California).

34.14.1 Process for Suspending Medi-Cal Benefits

When the FC EW learns of a juvenile’s incarceration reported by the juvenile’s SW/PO, the FC EW 
must:

1. Determine if the incarcerated juvenile is in a Child Only Medi-Cal case. 

Note: 

FC EW will not process cases with family member. 

2. Medi-Cal eligibility is suspended effective the date he/she becomes an inmate of a public 
institution. A notice that Medicaid is suspended must be mailed as soon as the youth’s 
institutionalized status is reported.

3. When Medi-Cal eligibility is discontinued for an incarcerated juvenile while under suspension, he 
or she must receive a proper 10-day notice about the discontinuance and the end of the 
suspension.
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4. For the first year of a juvenile’s incarceration all standard redetermination requirements apply. If 
redetermination requirements are not met for an incarcerated juvenile, suspension of Medi-Cal 
eligibility must end with a proper 10-day notice.

5. The juvenile’s eligibility must be suspended with a proper notice (mailed in sufficient time to 
reach the beneficiary by the effective date of the action).

6. Benefits are restored for juveniles on the date the Release Date is reported reflecting the date 
the juvenile is no longer considered an inmate. The juvenile will be able to access covered 
Medi-Cal services as of the Release Date entered into MEDS if they are still Medi-Cal eligible. 
When suspension ends due to release, the appropriate NOA must be sent to inform the family or 
caretaker that Medi-Cal benefits are restored.

34.14.2 Suspension of Medi-Cal for Incarcerated Juveniles in Child Only 
Medi-Cal Cases

• To suspend eligibility for incarcerated juveniles in Child Only Medi-Cal cases, an online MEDS 
transaction is used to report the incarceration information on the “Institutionalized Client Update” 
MEDS screen. MEDS will set an Other Health Coverage (OHC) Code value of “I” to identify 
suspension of Medi-Cal.

• MEDS will add the “I” OHC code to the MEDS record when a Suspension Start Date is reported to 
MEDS. When Medi-Cal benefits are suspended for a juvenile due to incarceration, a proper notice 
of action must be sent to notify the caretaker relative and the assigned SW/PO about the 
suspension of benefits. This notice must be mailed in sufficient time to reach the beneficiary by 
the effective date of the action. 

• MEDS will end suspension of benefits on the date reported to MEDS reflecting either the date the 
juvenile is no longer an inmate of a public institution, or the first of the month following the month 
in which the juvenile loses eligibility during incarceration. The juvenile will be able to access 
Medi-Cal covered services as of the Release Date entered into MEDS if they are still eligible for 
Medi-Cal. The Health Insurance System (HIS) database will be updated immediately to show the 
day prior to the Release Date as the end date of the suspension. 

• The ‘I’ OHC code will still appear on the MEDS record until the following month but will not 
adversely affect the juvenile’s eligibility once the suspension end date is reported. When 
suspension of Medi-Cal benefits ends because a juvenile is released, an appropriate notice must 
be sent to inform the family or caretaker relative that Medi-Cal benefits are restored. 

• When an incarcerated juvenile in a Child Only Medi-Cal case whose Medi-Cal has been 
suspended becomes ineligible during the first year of incarceration, turns 21, or is incarcerated for 
more than one year, eligibility must be terminated. The FC EW must confirm that the termination 
action has updated MEDS and request an online MEDS transaction to report the suspension end 
date. This will remove the “I” OHC code, which is necessary when eligibility and/or suspension 
ends for any reason. A proper 10-day NOA must be sent explaining the reason for termination of 
Medi-Cal eligibility and the right to request a Fair Hearing.
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34.14.3 Impact on Eligibility for Child Only cases

• When benefits are suspended, eligibility must be reviewed at the next annual RD if it is due during 
the first year a juvenile is an inmate of a public institution. The FC EW must confirm that the 
juvenile is still an inmate and is otherwise eligible for Medi-Cal. The ex parte review process of 
contacting the assigned SW/PO is necessary. Verbal contact with added in CalWIN Case 
Comments is acceptable. If there is no information that would impact the juvenile’s Medi-Cal 
eligibility, suspension continues until the end of the last month of the one year period of 
incarceration, the end of the month the juvenile turns 21, or the date of release, whichever is 
sooner.

• If a juvenile becomes ineligible for Medi-Cal during the first year of incarceration, the suspension 
must end at the end of that month and eligibility terminated with a 10-day NOA explaining the 
discontinuance reason and the right to request a Fair Hearing.

• If a juvenile is incarcerated for more than one year, MEDS will send an alert 60 days prior to the 
end of the suspension period to remind the EW to terminate Medi-Cal eligibility at the end of the 
last month of the one-year period and send a NOA explaining the reason for discontinuance and 
the right to request a Fair Hearing. The NOA must be mailed in sufficient time to reach the 
beneficiary by the effective date of the action.

• When suspension ends because the juvenile is released within one year of the suspension date 
entered, MEDS will end the suspension and restore Medi-Cal effective as of the end date. EWs 
should assist the client as needed to ensure benefits are restored on the date of release.

• If suspension ends because a juvenile turns 21 while incarcerated, eligibility must be discontinued 
with a proper NOA only after an SB 87 redetermination. The EW must determine the juvenile is 
not eligible under another Medi-Cal program before eligibility is terminated. MEDS will send an 
alert 60 days prior to the youth’s 21st birthday to discontinue Medi-Cal if appropriate.

34.14.4 Notice of Action Requirements

The Notices of Action (NOAs) for SB 1147 are as follows:

• The “Notice of Action Suspension of Medi-Cal Benefits for an Incarcerated Minor” (MC 0377) must 
be sent when the Medi-Cal eligibility of an incarcerated juvenile is suspended. The NOA must be 
mailed in sufficient time to reach the client by the effective date of the action and a copy of the 
NOA if must be sent when applicable to the assigned SW/PO.

• The “Notice of Action Restore Medi-Cal Benefits Upon Release of an Eligible Minor” (MC 0376) 
must be sent when benefits are restored to a juvenile because he/she is no longer considered an 
inmate. A copy of the NOA when applicable must be sent to the assigned SW/PO.
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• The “Notice of Action Discontinuance of Benefits” (MC 0377) must be sent with proper 10-day 
notice when the Medi-Cal eligibility of the incarcerated juvenile is terminated while he or she is 
under suspension. A copy of the NOA when applicable must be sent to the assigned SW/PO.

34.14.5 MEDS Screens

The “Institutionalized Client Update Screen” is used for entering information on incarcerated 
juveniles in Child-Only cases. This screen will accept manual entries to the “Suspension Start Date” 
and the “Release Date” fields. Once information is entered on this screen, MEDS will immediately 
update the HIS database with the Suspension Start Date (and Release Date, if reported) and create 
a transaction to update MEDS with an OHC code of “I” for the suspension months reported.

MEDS will remove the OHC indicator “I” for the month following the Release Date month when 
Release Date is reported to MEDS. Staff may view the information entered about the incarcerated 
juvenile by choosing the VIEW INSURANCE SEGMENT option from the HIS action request menu.

Note: 

The Suspension Stop Date cannot be reported to MEDS in advance. The MEDS update must 
be done on or after the reported Release Date.

34.15SB 87 - Medi-Cal Eligibility Determination Process for Cases 
Discontinued From Foster Care

Senate Bill (SB) 87 establishes a new “ex parte” review process to be used for ALL Medi-Cal 
redeterminations. This means, SB 87 applies to FC, AAP and Kin-GAP.

Youth who are 18 or older when they exit the foster care system are eligible for FFY until they reach 
age 26. Therefore, SB 87, which requires Edwards 38 and an ex parte review to establish Medi-Cal, 
is not applicable to former FC youth eligible for FFY MC. However, when the youth is approaching 
the age of 26 SB 87 requirements are applicable. 

Additionally, SB 87 requirements include youth on Kin-GAP and AAP who are receiving CEC MC to 
be notified prior to being discontinued from the Medi-Cal program. 

Children who are under age 18 when they exit the FC, AAP and Kin-GAP are automatically eligible 
for CEC. CEC continues until the child reaches age 19 (except for FC children) or the RD due date, 
whichever is earlier.

Refer to Medi-Cal Handbook Chapter 35.7.5 for more detailed information on the SB 87 process. 
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34.15.1 Exceptions

SB 87 (aid code 38, etc.) does not apply to children discontinued from Foster Care for any of the 
following reasons:

• Death,
• Recipient requests to discontinue Medi-Cal benefits,
• Incarceration section 34.14 on page 42,
• Loss of California residency, and
• The individual is transferring into another Public Assistance (PA) program that provides no 

share-of-cost Medi-Cal benefits.

Cases must be maintained in the FC bureau during the CEC MC and FFY MC period. When the 
case is approaching the expiration of CEC MC a Business Object (BO) listing is generated monthly 
for the upcoming CEC RD due dates. Additionally, youth approaching 26 years old must be provided 
with a Medi-Cal packet 90 days prior to being discontinued from Medi-Cal to be evaluated for 
another Medi-Cal program. 

The following SB 87 ex parte procedures applies for discontinued FC, AAP, Kin-GAP, and FFY MC 
cases:

If... Then...

FC, AAP or Kin-GAP cash aid is 
terminated and SB 87 applies 
when:

• CEC is expiring
• FFY MC is expiring

• The FC EW must follow SB 87 steps and ensure that the child is placed 
on aid code 38 until there is a determination of continued eligibility or 
ineligibility. 

• The FC EW must attempt to contact the former foster care youth at least 
90 days before MC expires.

• The FC EW must attempt to contact the foster parent provider, guardian, 
adoptive parent and/or Social Worker by phone for current address.

• When the child’s whereabouts are unknown the FC EW must contact the 
SW/PO for the last known address.

FC Clerical receives CEC RD 
Listing or

Advised by the FC EW 90 days 
before the FFY MC will expire,

• Approaching the end of the CEC/FFY period forwards the following;

• Notice of Language Services (GEN 1365),
• FC CEC RRR Coverletter (SCD 2385 FC) or (SCD 2385 AK),
• FC Identification and Intake Record (SCD 41 FC), and
• Request for Tax Household Information (RFTHI) (SCD 2350)
• Additionally, AAP, Kin-GAP and FFY MC cases that are not eligible 

for CEC and in aid code 38 must include the CCRFM 604 with the 
documents listed above. 

Note:
Any packets returned to FCE must be sent to VMC for Medi-Cal 
Eligibility processing.
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34.16Deemed Eligibility for Infants Born to Mother Receiving AAP 
Benefits

Under the AAP program Medi-Cal is included as a part of the benefits. Infants born to mothers who 
are receiving AAP benefits are eligible for Medi-Cal under the Deemed Eligibility (DE) for Infants 
program. 

Note: 

This does not apply to infant born to AAP mothers that do not live in Santa Clara County. For 
more details regarding the Deemed Eligibility for Infant program refer to Medi-Cal Handbook 
Chapter 29.2.

The infants are deemed eligible for Medi-Cal for one year:

• Without a separate Medi-Cal application,
• Without requiring a Social Security Number (SSN) for the infant, and
• Without considering the infant’s living arrangements or the mother’s eligibility status. 

When the FC bureau is notified that a youth receiving AAP benefits has had a baby the FC bureau 
must complete an Application Registration in CalWIN for a new case only for the infant and the 
infant’s mother. The notification can be established through receipt of any of the following which 
should include the infant’s name and date of birth:

• A Newborn Referral From (MC 330),
• A telephone call,
• A letter, 
• A facsimile, 
• Notification from the adoption Social Worker, or
• Contact from the adoptive youth or parent(s).

FC Clerical is only required to complete the Application Registration in CalWIN then forward the case 
number and the application for Medi-Cal Expedited Enrollment to District Office. The infant cannot be 
added to an existing AAP case. Once the case is approved in District Office it follows current MC 
policy.

FC EW 30 days after above documents are sent, discontinues the child/youth case 
with a timely NOA if unable to confirm the child’s/youth whereabouts. The 
NOA must be sent to the last known address of the minor or young adult 
and the when applicable, the assigned SW/PO.

If... Then...
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A redetermination must be completed in the month the DE infant turns one year old. The 
redetermination process follows the current MC policy and must be completed in district office. The 
infant redetermination of MC benefits has no effect on the AAP case. 

The following process must be followed when an infant is born to a mother receiving AAP benefits: 

Step Who ACTION

1. FC Clerical/FC EW Receives notification the AAP youth (mother) has had a baby. 

2. FC EW Reviews the application/request forwards to FC Clerical for Application 
Registration for Medi-Cal only. 

3. FC Clerical Completes the Application Registration for Medi-Cal with only the infant 
and the infant’s mother beginning the date the infant was born and 
forwards the following information to District Office. 

• SCD 1374FC, 
• The application (when available),
• A copy of the “Inquire On Case Information” window, and with the 

new case number.
• Any additional information provided by the adoption SW, adoptive 

parents, and/or the youth receiving AAP benefits.

4. District Office Receives the application and approves Medi-Cal as outlined in Medical 
Handbook Section 29.2

Note: 

If the infant becomes a dependent of the court, foster care eligibility rules apply.

34.17Safely Surrendered Baby Law Program

34.17.1 Background

The Safely Surrendered Baby Law (Senate Bill 1368, Chapter 824, Statutes of 2000) (formerly 
known as Safe Arms for Newborns) was signed into law on September 2000 and went into effect on 
January 1, 2001. The purpose of the law is to allow a mother or any adult to bring an unwanted baby 

Note:
When the full name is not available contact the adoptive 
parents or adoption SW.

Note:
The infant’s redetermination of benefits has no effect on the 
open AAP case. 
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three days (72 hours) old or younger to a public or private hospital or other location designated by 
the county Board of Supervisors. The law protects the person surrendering the baby from 
prosecution for child abandonment.

There is a statewide toll-free hotline providing safe surrendered baby site locations throughout the 
state. Anyone requesting information regarding the safely surrendered baby program should be 
directed to contact:

• 1-877-BABYSAF (1-877-222-9723), or
• On the web, www.babysafe.ca.gov

Applications received under the “Safely Surrendered Baby Law” must be processed as an immediate 
need. This is to ensure that the infant has immediate proof of eligibility for Medi-Cal thereby ensuring 
immediate access to health care services and payment to medical providers.Thereafter, if the 
parent(s) don’t change their minds, a regular application for Foster Care will be initiated by the Social 
Worker.

34.17.2 Eligibility Criteria

The following rules apply to the Safely Surrendered Baby Law Program:

• Medi-Cal 2A is designated for this program. Aid type 2A provides full-scope, no SOC Medi-Cal to 
infants 72 hours old or younger, surrendered under the “Safely Surrendered Baby Law.”

• “Mother Doe” is the designated Case Name (if no name reported).

• “Baby Doe 43” is the designated name for the child(ren) and MEDS (if the child is not named).

• There are NO income or resource limits.

• Medi-Cal under 2A is NOT to exceed 3 months.

• Cases set up under the “Safely Surrendered Baby Law” must be kept CONFIDENTIAL. (Due to 
the confidential nature of these cases, cases must be noted as “CAGED” and the normal cage 
procedures must be followed.)

Required Forms

The following forms are required for this program:

• “Application for Cash Aid, Food Stamps and/or Medi-Cal/State CMSP” (SAWS 1)

• “Application and Statement of Facts for Child Not Living With A Parent or Relative and For Whom 
A Public Agency is Assuming Some Financial Responsibility” (MC 250)
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• “Safe Arms for Newborns Medical Questionnaire” (MC 356), if provided.

Forms NOT Required

The following forms are NOT required for this program:

• “Statement of Immigration Status” (MC 13)
• “Child Support Questionnaire” (CW 2.1)
• “Referral to Local Child Support Agency” (CA 371)

34.17.3 14-Day Cooling Off Period

The Safely Surrendered Baby Law provides a 14-day cooling off period. This means that the person 
who surrendered the newborn can reclaim the child. The 14-day period begins on the day the child is 
voluntarily surrendered.

34.17.4 Public or Hospital Responsibility

Upon accepting a child who has been voluntarily surrendered, the hospital designated person is 
required to:

• Place a coded, confidential ankle bracelet on the child and furnish the person surrendering the 
child with a copy of the bracelet and a “Safe Arms for Newborns Medical Questionnaire” (MC 
356).

• Notify the Child Welfare Services Agency no later than 48 hours after taking custody of the 
newborn.

34.17.5 Department of Family and Children’s Services (DFCS) Responsibility

Upon receiving notification that a newborn child has been voluntarily surrendered, DFCS’s 
responsibility includes the following:

• Taking temporary custody of the child.
• Immediately investigating the details of the case and filing a petition with the juvenile court.
• Initiating a Foster Care and/or Medi-Cal application.
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34.17.6 Immediate Need Processing

Infants covered under the Safely Surrendered Baby Law will be processed through the Children’s 
Shelter as a Paper Admit. The process is as follows

STEP WHO ACTION

1. Emergency Response Social Worker • Completes SAWS 1 and Shelter Intake Sheet.

• Faxes SAWS 1 and Shelter Intake Sheet to Intake/Triage Unit at the 
Foster Care Eligibility Bureau.

2. FC Clerical • Completes Application Registration.

• From the Collect Application Information window, selects 
the Safe Arms for New Born Benefits checkbox in the selected 
group box.

• If the child is not named, the case name must be assigned as 
“Mother Doe” and child’s name as “Baby Doe 43.”

• Assigns to Foster Care Intake Worker for immediate 
processing.

3. FC Intake EW • Obtains Medi-Cal Application form MC 250 and “Safe Arms for 
Newborns Medical Questionnaire” (MC 356), if provided, for 
the Medi-Cal case file.

• Approves Medi-Cal under aid code 2A and issues immediate 
need Medi-Cal card.

• Document the case in the Maintain Case Comments window.

• Set a User to User alert in CalWIN for discontinuance at 3 
months. (Medi-Cal eligibility under aid code 2A must NOT 
exceed 3 months; therefore, the case is to remain with the FC 
Intake EW.) 

• If Foster Care is not initiated, once the Medi-Cal case is 
discontinued, the FC EW will close the case and send it to 
retention, following the CAGE procedures.
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34.17.7 Transition to the Foster Care Program

Once the determination is made that the child(ren) will be placed into Foster Care, the FC EW must 
transition the child(ren) from the “Safely Surrendered Baby Law” program to the Foster Care 
program. The process is as follows:

Step Who Action

1. FC Intake EW • Closes the “Safely Surrendered Baby Law” case.

• Follows the CAGE procedures and send case file to Retention.

• Obtains SAWS 1 and gives it to Intake/Triage CST.

2. FC Clerical • Receives SAWS 1 and Registers Applicant for Foster Care.

3. FC Clerical • Assigns case to a FC Intake EW.

4. FC Intake EW Approves FC benefits as appropriate, following regular intake 
procedures.

 

34.18Craig v. Bonta Beneficiaries 

The Superior Court in the Craig v. Bonta lawsuit prohibited the Department of Health Care Services 
(DHCS) from terminating the Medi-Cal benefits of beneficiaries discontinued from Supplemental 
Security Income State Supplementary Payment (SSI/SSP). The Superior Court ruled that SB 87 
Redetermination Process must be implemented for these beneficiaries. These beneficiaries may be 
children placed Foster Care (FC) who need an SB 87 Redetermination Process completed.

34.18.1 Craig v. Bonta and Foster Care Procedures 

• The Craig v. Bonta will be forwarded to the assigned EW. The child may be in a pending case in 
the Foster Care Bureau.

• Complete an Ex parte Review for the child at the time the Medi-Cal/Foster Care eligibility is 
reviewed.

• Complete an SC 1296 to activate MEDS in the FC aid code effective the future month.

• If the child returns home before the FC case is set up, the Craig application will be forwarded to 
the non-FC intake office for processing. 

For further details on how to process a Craig v. Bonta, refer to the Medi-Cal Handbook Chapter 40.2.
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34.19Medi-Cal Aid Codes for Foster Care, Kin-GAP, AAP, 
Wraparound and Foster Care related Medi-Cal Only 
Programs

The following chart lists current Medi-Cal aid codes that relate to various types of Foster Care related 
programs:

Aid Code Benefit SOC Program/Description

03 Full No Adoption Assistance Program (AAP) (FFP). A cash grant program 
to facilitate the adoption of hard-to-place children who would 
require permanent foster care placement without such assistance 
(Federal).

04 Full No Adoption Assistance Program/Aid for Adoption of Children 
(AAP/AAC). Covers cash grant children receiving Medi-Cal by 
virtue of eligibility to AAP/AAC benefits (State).

06 Full No Adoption Assistance Program (AAP) Child. Covers children 
receiving federal AAP cash subsidies from out of state. Provides 
eligibility for Continued Eligibility for Children (CEC) if for some 
reason the child is no longer eligible under AAP prior to his/her 
18th birthday. 

07 Full No AAP Title IV-E Federal Cash and Medi-Cal.

38 Full No Continuing Medi-Cal Eligibility (FFP). Edwards v. Kizer  
court order provides for uninterrupted, no SOC Medi-Cal benefits 
for families discontinued from AFDC until the family’s eligibility or 
ineligibility for Medi-Cal only has been determined and an 
appropriate Notice of Action sent.

4A Full No Adoption Assistance Program (AAP). Program for AAP children 
for whom there is a state-only AAP agreement between any state 
other than California and adoptive parent(s).

4F Full No Kinship Guardianship Assistance Payment (Kin-GAP). Federal 
program for children in guardianship placement receiving cash 
assistance.

4G Full No Kin-GAP. State-only program for children in guardianship 
placement receiving cash assistance.

4H Full No Foster Care children in CalWORKs.

4L Full No Foster care children on in Social Security Act Title XIX, Section 
1931 (b) program.
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4M Full No This program covers former foster care youth who were in foster 
care on their eighteenth birthday. Coverage extends until the 26th 
birthday and provides full-scope, no-cost benefits.

4U Full No This program covers former foster care youth who were in foster 
care on their eighteenth birthday but did not receive Medicaid. 
Coverage extends until the 21st birthday and provides full-scope, 
no-cost benefits.

4N Full No CalWORKs FC State Cash Aid/FFP Medi-Cal.

4S Full No Kin-GAP NMD Title IV-E Federal Cash and Medi-Cal.

4T Full No Children in Title IV-E Federal Kin-GAP Program.

4W Full No Kin-Gap NMD State Cash Aid/FFP Medi-Cal.

40 Full No AFDC-FC/Non-Fed (State FC). Provides financial assistance for 
those children who are in need of substitute parenting and who 
have been placed in foster care. This population includes youth in 
Non- Related Legal Guardianships.

42 Full No AFDC-FC/Fed (FFP). Provides financial assistance for those 
children who are in need of substitute parenting and who have 
been placed in foster care.

43 Full No AFDC-FC NMDs State Cash Aid/FFP Medi-Cal.

45 Full No Children Supported by Public Funds (FFP). Children whose 
needs are met in whole or in part by public funds other than 
AFDC-FC.

46 Full No Out-of-State Interstate Compact Foster Care. Children from 
out-of-state placed in CA.

47 Full No Income Disregard Program (FFP). Infant-United States Citizen, 
Permanent Resident Alien/PRUCOL Alien. Provides full Medi-Cal 
benefits to infants up to one year old and continues beyond one 
year when inpatient status, which began before first birthday, 
continues and family income is at or below 200 percent of the 
federal poverty level.

49 Full No AFDC-FC NMD Title IV-E/Federal Cash and Medi-Cal 

58 Restricted to 
pregnancy and/or 
emergency 
services

Y/N OBRA Aliens. Covers non immigrant and undocumented aliens 
who do not have proof of permanent resident alien, PRUCOL or 
amnesty alien status, but who are otherwise eligible for Medi-Cal.

5K Full No Emergency Assistance (EA) Program (FFP). Covers child welfare 
cases placed in EA foster care.

7J Full No Continuous Eligibility for Children (CEC) program. Provides 
full-scope benefits to children up to 19 years of age who would 
otherwise lose their share-of-cost.

Aid Code Benefit SOC Program/Description
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7K Full No Continuous Eligibility for Children (CEC) program. Provides 
emergency and pregnancy-related benefits (no share-of-cost) to 
children up to 19 years of age who would otherwise lose their 
no-share of cost Medi-Cal.

8U Full No CHDP Gateway Deemed Infant

Aid Code Benefit SOC Program/Description
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